
Whether it is biological or chemi-
cal, the key to effective pest control is 
timing. The best control is achieved 
when the eggs have just hatched and 
the mole crickets are most vulnerable. 
Larger nymphs and adult mole crick-
ets, on the other hand, are increasingly 
more difficult to control. 

As a result, closely monitoring the 
lifecycle of mole crickets is necessary. 
In general, hatching occurs around the 
end of May to the first of June, depend-
ing on the season's temperatures. 
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Mole Cricket 
Scouting Program 

Editor's note: This article is about 
a program developed specifically for 
the Bayer Corporation by Dr. Pat 
Cobb, professor emeritus from Auburn 
University, for the timing of MERIT™ 
insecticide applications for the control 
mole crickets and white grubs. This 
article is presented because the 
concepts and methods for determining 
the mole cricket egg hatch will deter-
mine the window of opportunity for 
optimum insect control regardless of 
the product used. 

MERIT Insecticide is a broad-spec 
trum systemic insecticide that is 

effective at low-use rates with properly 
timed application against mole crick-
ets. It is available in several formula-
tions (MERIT 75 WSP, MERIT 75 WP 
and MERIT 0.5 G). 

Merit Insecticide also offers value-
added insect control for the white grub 
complex, while providing control of 
mole crickets. It is common for both 

pests to cause damage in the same stand 
of turf. With one properly timed, self-
applied application per year, this two-
in-one control is a smart value and 
time-saver compared to making two 
separate applications. 

MERIT provided the best results 
when properly timed. Scouting for 
adult mole cricket activity is the first 
step for determining optimal Merit 
application timing. 

Scouting Instructions 
Begin by looking for active mole 

cricket tunnel damage, especially on 

sunny southern slopes, tee boxes or areas 
damaged the previous year. Using a soap 
flush mixture of 1 to 2 tablespoons of 
lemon-scented liquid detergent in 1 gal-
lon of water, flush active mole crickets to 
collect adults. Try to avoid overmixing. 
If the soap solution is too foamy, it can 
be difficult to detect the mole crickets. 

The best time to flush is during the 
early morning or late afternoon. Pour 
approximately 1 quart of soapy water 
per square foot over fresh active tunnels. 
Multiple locations in a 20-foot area can 
be flushed at the same time. Marking 
with a flag makes a good reference to 
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regarding ORTHENE Turf, Tree & Ornamental Spray (75% powder) vs. our new 
formulation, ORTHENE Turf, Tree & Ornamental Spray 97. 

The new OTTO 97 is a 97% pure, high-grade pelletized product and is a 
totally dust-free, low-odor formulation. This new generation of ORTHENE 
addresses worker exposure issues - issues the industry remains concerned with 
on all products being sold in a dusty, powder formulation. 

The new OTTO 97 is packaged in a .773 lb. can and a 7.73 lb. plastic 
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ingredient to our 1 lb. and 10 lb. OTTO 75, respectively. 

In other words, 1 lb. of OTTO 75 is equal to .773 lb. of OTTO 97. 
Furthermore, the price of OTTO 97 in a .773 lb. can is the same as the price of 
the 1 lb. OTTO 75. And the price of OTTO 97 in the 7.73 lb. bag is the same as 
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can be of further service, feel free to contact me. Thank you. 
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Peter Blum 
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The best time to flush is during the early morning or 

late afternoon. Pour approximately 1 quart of soapy 

water per square foot over fresh active tunnels. 

Multiple locations in a 20-foot area can be flushed at 

the same time. Marking with a flag makes a good 

reference to locate the flushed spot. 

locate the flushed spot. Sometimes un-
der dry conditions, an extra soap flush 
may be needed after the first has soaked 
in. Adult mole crickets may not surface 
for several minutes (5 to 10 minutes). 
Occasionally, tender foliage maybe sus-
ceptible to slight burn from the soap 
under hot conditions. 

Peak-season mole cricket activity var-
ies depending on location and tempera-
tures. Determine and record the identi-
fication of the mole crickets with each 
collection. Save collected specimens in 
labeled 4-ounce jelly jars half-filled with 
alcohol for future reference to predict 
egg hatch. Make sure all specimens are 
dated. 

Mole cricket sex identification 
You will need to be able to identify the 

female mole cricket in order to examine 
their eggs to predict egg hatch. The easi-
est way to determine the sex of mole 
crickets is to examine the wing area of 
the adults. 

Adult tawny and southern mole crick-
ets have wings that overlap and are the 
length of the abdomen. Hold the speci-
men so the wings are visible. Observe 
just behind the head at the base of the 
wings. The male will have a raised tri-
angle that looks V-shape at the base of 
the wings. The female mole cricket will 
not have the darker raised area at the 
base of the wings and is lighter in color. 
This can be confirmed by rubbing a fin-
gernail over the area at the base of the 
wings. 

Mole cricket egg development and 
early hatch 

Once you have identified the female 
mole crickets, you can examine their 
eggs to predict egg-lay and hatch. 

Peel open the abdomen and locate 
the oval-shaped eggs behind the in-
ternal organs. In general, if eggs are 
small (pinhead size), light in color, 
flat or very soft to the touch, the fe-
male is in the early stages of egg devel-
opment. In the later stages of egg de-
velopment, the eggs become larger 
and more oval but remain soft and 
light in color — she may lay eggs 
within a few weeks. However, if the 
eggs are firm, and sometimes darker 
in color, egg lay can be expected within 
five days and hatch should begin in 
two weeks. 

If you do not find eggs, the females 
may have already laid their eggs, and you 
should begin to monitoring for hatch. 
Start by soap flushing and observing for 
small nymphs (1 centimeter in size). 
These come to the top of the grass within 

* a few minutes of soap flush. Small 
nymphs can be difficult to detect, so pay 
careful attention. Look closely for move-
ment, because it is easier to see and col-
lect small nymphs that are moving. You 
may notice nymphs when flushing for 
adult mole crickets. If your soap solution 
has too much foam, you may miss some 
nymphs. 

Keeping records on species, numbers, 
sex and stage of development will pro-
vide useful information for MERIT ap-

plication timing. Record the size of 
nymphs collected if the program is initi-
ated after egg-lay. 

MERIT application timing 
If the majority of females are in early 

stages of egg development, wait a week 
and scout again. If the majority are in the 
later stages of egg development, applica-
tion time is near. Scout this area once or 
twice a week for small nymphs, if very 
small nymphs are found during flush, 
apply MERIT within seven to ten days. If 
larger nymphs (1 centimeter) are found, 
apply MERIT at first opportunity. Do 
not wait longer than one week. 

Irrigation 
Adequate irrigation or rainfall is 

needed after application to move MERIT 
into the soil. Apply sufficient irrigation 
to wet soil a minimum of 1 inch deep. 
For optimum control, irrigation or rain-
fall should occur the evening of applica-
tion and before mowing. 

Summary 
• MERIT effectively controls mole 

crickets and the white grub complex 
with only one preventative applica-
tion each season. This two-in-one 
approach is economical and a time 
saver. 
MERIT provides the option of self-
application or custom-application. 
Proper timing is critical to achieve 
the best results with MERIT. Scout-
ing for adult mole cricket activity is 
the best way to determine proper 
timing. 
Mole cricket egg-lay can be pre-
dicted by observing eggs in the 
female's abdomen. If eggs are firm, 
hard and sometimes dark in color, 
egg-lay can be expected within five 
days. 
Male mole crickets have a dark, raised 
v-shaped at the base of their wings, 
females don't. 
MERIT is most effective when timed 
with the first hatch of mole crickets. 
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